This work focuses on the simulation of CO 2 storage in deep underground formations under uncertainty and seeks to understand the impact of uncertainties in reservoir properties on CO 2 leakage. To simulate the process, a non-isothermal two-phase two-component flow system with equilibrium phase exchange is used. Since model evaluations are computationally intensive, instead of traditional Monte Carlo methods, we rely on polynomial chaos (PC) expansions for representation of the stochastic model response. A non-intrusive approach is used to determine the PC coefficients. We establish the accuracy of the PC representations within a reasonable error threshold through systematic convergence studies. In addition to characterizing the distributions of model observables, we compute probabilities of excess CO 2 leakage. Moreover, we consider the injection rate as a design parameter and compute an optimum injection rate that ensures that the risk of excess pressure buildup at the leaky well remains below acceptable levels. We also provide a comprehensive analysis of sensitivities of CO 2 leakage, where we compute the contributions of the random parameters, and their interactions, to the variance by computing first, second, and total order Sobol' indices.
Introduction
Carbon capture and storage (CCS) is an important topic related to the reduction of CO 2 pollution in the atmosphere. In general, CCS is process of capture and long-term storage of CO 2 . Different variants for CO 2 storage are being explored, with the storage in deep underground formation such as oil fields, gas fields, abandoned mines, and saline formations being of highest interest. Various risks exist in CO 2 sequestration in deep underground formations, the most important being (i) CO 2 leakage through caprock failure, faults, and abandoned wells; (ii) structural failure due to large pressure peaks; and (iii) brine displacement and infiltration into drinking water aquifers. Quantification of the risks is of paramount importance for decision makers when evaluating the storage approaches before this technology can be implemented on large scale projects. In the case of deep geological storage of CO 2 , there have been significant research efforts dealing with mathematical and numerical models for simulating the CO 2 injection processes into geological formations. Nordbotten et al. [1, 2, 3] , presented in a series of papers the development of a semi-analytical model to describe the space and time evolution of CO 2 plumes and the leakage through abandoned wells. A reduced spatial dimension model based on vertical equilibrium was discussed by Nilsen et al. [4] . Ebigbo et al. [5] set up benchmark examples in order to compare different modeling approaches such as numerical and semi-analytical models, for the problem of CO 2 leakage. Class et al. [6] published a benchmark study, comparing a number of mathematical and numerical models with different complexities for problems related to CO 2 storage in geologic formations.
CO 2 sequestration is a complex multiphysics process, in which multiphase multicomponent flows play a critical role. The fact that the CO 2 should be stored for many thousands of years implies that full scale experiments are not possible, and computer simulation is the main approach for exploring the feasibility of different CO 2 storage options. However the mathematical models of underground CO 2 storage involve many sources of geological uncertainties [7, 8] . These uncertainties are due to the limited knowledge about reservoir properties such as porosity and permeability. These sources of uncertainty lead to large variabilities in the predictive modeling of subsurface processes. Hence, one needs to propagate such uncertainties throughout the calculations to quantify their impact on results of computer simulations. This requires the use of stochastic modeling approaches.
Survey of literature on uncertainty quantification (UQ) for CO 2 storage. In [9] the authors utilize a stochastic response surface method for assessment of leakage detectability for CO 2 sequestration, by parameterizing the spatially heterogeneous reservoir permeability using Karhunen-Loève expansion. However, they used the analytical solution developed by Nordbotten et al. [2] to generate the pressure distribution at the injection zone, which is then used to calculate the leakage flux into a confined aquifer using Darcy's law. The analytical solution in [2] assumes that the phase saturations and fluid viscosities are constant within each zone, that the capillary effects are small, and that vertical equilibrium applies to the entire flow system. In [10] , the authors use polynomial chaos (PC) expansions for probabilistic analysis of the CO 2 leakage rate in the CO 2 benchmark presented by Class et al. [6] . In that article, the authors use a number of simplifying assumptions to set up the mathematical model: fluid properties such as density and viscosity are constant, all processes are isothermal, CO 2 and brine are immiscible phases, capillary pressure is negligible and mutual dissolution is neglected.
The article [11] provides estimates of the risk of brine discharge into freshwater aquifers following CO 2 injection into geological formations and resultant salt concentrations in the overlying drinking water aquifers using arbitrary PC expansions combined with the probabilistic collocation method of [12] . Other works include [13, 14] where the authors develop a screening and ranking method and a certification framework based on effective trapping for geologic carbon sequestration, for selecting suitable storage sites on the basis of health, safety, and environmental (HSE) risk resulting from CO 2 or brine leakage. Similarities and differences between radioactive waste disposal and CO 2 storage for performance assessment have been discussed in [15] . We also mention the paper [16] that presents a simple analytical method for the quick assessment of the CO 2 storage capacity in closed and semi-closed systems to assess the expected pressure buildup and CO 2 storage capacity in such potentially pressure-constrained systems.
Spectral methods for UQ. In the present work, we rely on spectral UQ methods to build a surrogate model for the nonlinear function that maps the uncertain model parameters to the model observables. In particular, we utilize PC expansions to build such surrogates. PC expansions, whose theory goes back to the late 30's and 40's [17, 18] , have become an increasingly popular tool in recent years as they provide efficient means for performing UQ in computationally intensive mathematical models; see e.g., [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 10, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30] for a nonexhaustive sample of research contributions to numerical methods for UQ using PC expansions and applications of these methods to real world problems.
PC methods employ an approximation of the model variables in terms of a spectral expansion in an orthogonal polynomial basis. Once available, the PC representations can be used to efficiently approximate the statistical properties of the model outputs. Generally, there are two approaches for computing a PC expansion: (1) intrusive methods (see e.g. [19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24] ) and (2) non-intrusive methods (see e.g., [31, 24, 25] ). Intrusive methods require a reformulation of the original uncertain partial differential equations (PDEs) that govern the system, through a Galerkin projection onto the PC basis [32, 33] . This entails the need for rewriting the existing deterministic solvers. Subsequently, one has to solve a larger system for the time/space evolution of the PC coefficients. Non-intrusive methods, on the other hand, provide a means to compute the spectral representation via a sampling of the existing deterministic solvers. In this paper, we will follow a non-intrusive approach to compute the coefficients in the PC expansion.
Our approach and contributions. Existing analyses of uncertainties in CCS using PC expansions, either rely on simplified physical models or do not rigorously establish the accuracy of the PC representations of the model observables used for uncertainty analysis. The goal of this article is to further the understanding of the impact of parametric uncertainties in the physical processes involved in CCS by using a more comprehensive physical model, a rigorous numerical study of the accuracy of the computed PC representations for the quantities of interest, and a comprehensive analysis of the impact of parametric uncertainties in the physical processes involved in CO 2 storage, in the benchmark geological structure under study.
The fluid properties such as density, viscosity, and enthalpy of the CO 2 and brine phases are expected to change as the CO 2 rises, affecting strongly CO 2 arrival time to the leaky well and the leakage rate value of the CO 2 . Therefore, we model these fluid properties as functions of the aquifer conditions, and use a non-isothermal two-phase two-component model to describe the flow processes of the leakage problem. In addition, we use nonlinear functions for the capillary pressure and the relative permeability for each phase. In Section 2, we outline the benchmark problem, and describe in detail the governing PDEs, our modeling assumptions, as well as the numerical solver used.
We rely on PC representations (see section 3 for the background material) to propagate the uncertainties in reservoir absolute permeability, permeability of the leakage well and reservoir porosity, and in the injection rate on model observables of interest; see Section 4 for the description of the statistical model for uncertain parameters, and definition of the quantities of interest.
In section 5, we present a comprehensive analysis of the impact of parametric uncertainties in the physical processes involved in CO 2 storage, in the benchmark geological structure under study. A novel feature of the present work is a statistical analysis of the arrival time of the CO 2 plume at the leaky well. This is important because monitoring CO 2 arrival time in leaky wells and/or in observations wells is a key factor for successful storage management to reduce risk of leakage and contamination of subsurface resources. In addition, we study the uncertainties in CO 2 leakage through the leaky well, the maximum leakage ratio and the time the maximum is attained, as well as the caprock pressure. A detailed computational study of the convergence of the PC representations in distribution as well as in the sense of L 2 is conducted. Moreover, using a hierarchy of quadrature rules of different resolutions, we establish that the quadrature rule used to compute PC representations of the model observables has sufficient accuracy. Performing such convergence studies, which is sometimes omitted in applications of spectral UQ methods in uncertainty quantification for CO 2 storage, is a crucial first step that establishes the accuracy and suitability of the PC surrogate for the analysis that follows. We use the computed PC representations to understand the time dependent behavior of the statistical distribution of selected quantities of interest (QoIs). We also consider the statistical response of the caprock pressure to the uncertain parameters, and devise a method for choosing an optimal injection rate that results in minimal risk of excess pressure buildup at the leaky well.
To further understand the impact of the uncertain parameters, we provide a comprehensive analysis of sensitivity of CO 2 leakage to the uncertain parameters (see Section 5.6). This is achieved by computing the Sobol' indices [34, 35, 36, 37] . Traditional methods for computing the Sobol' indices rely on computationally expensive sampling-based methods that require thousands of model evaluations. On the other hand, PC expansions provide an efficient means to compute the Sobol' sensitivity indices [38, 39, 26] ; see also [40, 41, 42] for application of PC-based sensitivity analysis to CO 2 storage. We find that all the uncertain parameters under study have a significant impact on model variability, but that the balance of sensitivity indices changes over time. We also quantify the impact of the interactions between the uncertain parameters to variance. To this end, we compute second-order (joint) sensitivity indices that quantify the impact of pairwise interactions between the parameters. Moreover, to shed further light into the impact of overall interactions among uncertain parameters to the variance, we introduce a modified variance-based sensitivity measure, which we call the mixed index. This mixed index, which we describe in detail below, can be computed at negligible computational cost, once a PC surrogate is available. We also analyze the global sensitivity of the CO 2 saturation to the uncertain inputs over the three-dimensional computational domain.
The mathematical model

Description of the benchmark problem
We consider the benchmark problem defined by Class et al. [6] , which concerned with leakage of injected CO 2 into the aquifer through a leaky well. This benchmark is set up based on the studies in [1, 2, 3] . The focus is on a leakage scenario consisting of three hydrogeological layers-two aquifers separated by an aquitard -that are characterized by uniform thickness and homogeneous parameters. The model involves one CO 2 injection well and one leaky well. The leaky well is located at the center of the domain with the injection well 100 m away. The domain has lateral dimensions of 1000 m × 1000 m. The sketch in Figure  1 summarizes the model geometry and illustrates a 2D section of the 3D domain. The injected CO 2 spreads within the aquifer and once it reaches the leaky well, it connects the two aquifers and rises to a shallower aquifer. The two aquifers are each 30 m thick and the separating aquitard (caprock) is 100 m thick. Spatial heterogeneity is considered only through the different layers according to different geological media. The formation has a permeability K A , and the leaky well, which is modelled as a porous medium, has a permeability K L > K A . Changes in fluid properties of CO 2 are considered in this paper. Note that the CO 2 and brine fluid properties (e.g., density and viscosity) depend on the aquifer conditions, the temperature T, the CO 2 pressure p c , the brine salinity s salt = 0.1 kg NaCl per kg, and the mass fraction of CO 2 in brine.
Governing equations
The physical process of CO 2 injection in geologic reservoirs, including solubility trapping, is a nonisothermal two-phase two-component flow in porous media, which is governed by a system of coupled nonlinear partial differential equations. In this model, the water-rich phase (brine, b) and the carbon dioxiderich phase (CO 2 , c) consist of two components (water, w and CO 2 component, n), as the solubility of the components in the phases has to be taken into account. Local equilibrium phase exchange of the components in the phases is assumed to hold. Mass balance of the two components yields two partial differential equations for the components β in the phases α
Here, we denote by φ the porosity, ρ mol,α the molar density of phase α, S α the α saturation, V α the velocity phase α, J β α a diffusive flux of the β component into the α phase, x β α the molar fraction of component β in phase α, f β a source term for the β component.
We also include the energy balance equation for thermal processes that may occur while the CO 2 migrates through the formation. Under the assumption of local thermal equilibrium, only one energy balance equation for the fluid-filled porous medium is necessary
where ρ α is the mass density of phase α, T is the temperature, u α is the specific internal energy, ρ s and c s are the density and the specific heat capacity of the porous medium, respectively, h α is the specific enthalpy, f h is the heat source term and λ pm is the effective heat conductivity of the fluid-filled porous medium. The saturation of the α phases and the molar fractions (used to describe the composition of phases) satisfy
The relation between the phase pressures is given through the capillary pressure using the Brooks-Corey model [43] :
The phase velocities V α are given by the extended Darcy's law for multiphase flow in porous media:
where K denotes the absolute permeability tensor, k rα denote the relative permeability functions, and g is the gravity vector. Following Fick's law, the diffusive flux of component β in phase α is given by To close the system, the fluid properties of CO 2 are calculated as functions of pressure and temperature. The properties of brine additionally depend on the salinity and on the mole fraction of CO 2 in brine. Detailed information on dependencies of the fluid properties is given in Table 1 .
Simulation scenario
Since the aquitard is modeled as a layer of impermeable rock, for computational efficiency, only the aquifers and the leaky well are discretized. The boundaries between the discretized regions and the aquitard are modeled as no-flow boundaries. The initial conditions in the domain include a hydrostatic pressure distribution that is dependent on the brine density, and a geothermal temperature distribution that depends on the geothermal gradient. The geothermal gradient is taken to be 0.03 K/m, and the initial temperature at the bottom (at 3000 m depth) is 100
• C. The aquifers are assumed to be initially saturated with brine. The initial pressure at the bottom of the domain is taken to be 3.086 × 10 7 Pa. The lateral boundary conditions are constant Dirichlet conditions and equal to the initial conditions. No-flow boundary conditions, for both brine and CO 2 , are assumed at the top and bottom of the domain. In the benchmark setup, CO 2 is being injected at a constant rate of 8.87 kg/s; this corresponds to 1600 m 3 per day at reservoir conditions. The total simulation time is 1500 days. All relevant parameters used for the simulation are given in Table 1 . For more details we refer the reader to [6] . The CO 2 leakage rate (denoted by Q leak in this paper), which is the output quantity of interest (QoI) of the benchmark study, is defined as the total CO 2 mass flow at midway between the top and bottom aquifers divided by the injection rate, in percent.
We utilize the DuMuX simulator [49] to solve (1)-(5). For spatial discretization, we use the so-called Box method [50] , which is a vertex-centered finite volume method. For temporal discretization, we use implicit Euler.
Background on spectral methods for uncertainty quantification
We begin our discussion of spectral UQ methods, by using the problem of uncertainty quantification for CO 2 leakage, which we denote by Q leak = Q leak (t, q) where t denotes time. The vector q contains a set of parameters defining various physical properties of the system. These parameters appear as coefficients, or boundary or volume forcing terms in the governing PDEs. The elements of this vector are, in practice, known only approximatively and are hence considered uncertain. An important consideration in obtaining high-fidelity predictions is to quantify the impact of these parametric uncertainties on the model observables such as Q leak . To this end, we model the uncertain parameters as random variables that are parameterized by a vector θ of canonical random variables. Hence, we will have Q leak = Q leak (t, q(θ)). The random vector θ fully characterizes the uncertain parameter vector q and, therefore, we can unambiguously use the simpler notation Q leak (t, θ) for the uncertain CO 2 leakage, a convention which we follow for the other uncertain model variables below as well.
Below we seek to approximate the nonlinear mapping θ → Q leak (t, θ) through a spectral representation of the form
where the Ψ k 's form an orthogonal basis in an appropriate Hilbert space (discussed below), and c k (t) are expansion coefficients. Such a spectral representation can then be used as a cheap-to-evaluate surrogate for the parameter-to-observable map, θ → Q leak (t, θ). This enables efficient methods for characterizing the uncertainties in Q leak that replace expensive PDE solves by cheap evaluations of the surrogate.
Notation and definitions
We denote by (Ω, F , µ) a probability space, where Ω is the sample space, F is an appropriate σ -algebra on Ω, and µ is a probability measure. For a random variable θ on Ω, we write θ ∼ U (a, b) to mean that θ is uniformly distributed on the interval [a, b] and θ ∼ N (0, 1) to mean that θ is a standard normal random variable. We use the term iid for a collection of random variables to mean that they are independent and identically distributed. The distribution function of a random variable θ on Ω is given by
In the present work, we consider models with finitely many uncertain parameters. We parameterize these uncertain parameters by a finite collection of real-valued independent random variables θ 1 , · · · , θ d that are defined on Ω. We let F θ denote the joint distribution function of the random vector θ = (
Since the θ i are independent,
, where F i is the distribution function of the ith coordinate.
The random vector θ takes values in R d . In fact, it is sufficient to consider the subset Θ of R d given by the support of the distribution function F θ . Following common practice, we work in the image probability space (Θ, B(Θ), F θ ), where B(Θ) is the Borel σ -algebra on Θ (which is a standard choice). For notational convenience we suppress B(Θ) below and denote the image probability space by (Θ, F θ ). We denote the expectation of a random variable X : Θ → R by
The space of square-integrable random variables on Θ, L 2 (Θ, F θ ), is endowed with the inner product (·, ·) defined by (X,Y ) = Θ X(s)Y (s)F θ (ds) = XY , and the corresponding induced norm · = (·, ·) 1/2 .
Polynomial chaos expansion
In the case
where {Ψ k } ∞ 0 is a complete orthogonal set consisting of d-variate Hermite polynomials, and the series converges in L 2 (Θ, F θ ). The infinite series representation of X is known as the polynomial chaos (PC) or Wiener-Hermite expansion of X [17, 18, 32, 33] . The Wiener-Hermite expansion is the appropriate choice in the case the model parameters are parameterized by normally distributed random variables. In the case where the sources of uncertainty follow other distributions, alternative parameterizations and polynomial bases are adopted [33] . For example, in the case where θ i iid ∼ U (−1, 1) the appropriate PC basis is given by the d-variate Legendre polynomials.
Tensor product construction of a multivariate PC basis. Let θ = (θ 1 , . . . , θ d ), where θ i are independent random variables that are distributed according to common choices given by standard normal, uniform, or beta distributions. We work with a multivariate PC basis that is obtained through a tensor product of appropriate one-dimensional bases. More precisely, if we denote by {ψ j (θ i )} ∞ j=1 the one-dimensional orthogonal polynomial basis corresponding to θ i (with the choice of basis dictated by the distribution of θ i ), we form the multivariate PC basis {Ψ k } ∞ k=0 as follows:
where
is a multi-index, and α k i indicates the order of the 1D polynomials in θ i . For example, if θ i is standard normal, then ψ α k i is the Hermite polynomial of order α k i . With this basis, any X ∈ L 2 (Θ, F θ ) admits an expansion of the form: X = ∑ ∞ k=0 c k Ψ k , which is known as the generalized polynomial chaos expansion of X. In computer implementations, we will approximate X(θ) with a truncated series,
where P is specified based on the choice of truncation strategy. In the present work, we consider truncations based on the total degree of the polynomials in the series. In this case, letting p be the largest (total) polynomial degree allowed in the expansion, it is straightforward to show that
where as before d is the dimension of the uncertain parameter vector θ.
Note that with X expanded as in (8), using the orthogonality of the basis {Ψ k } P 0 and the convention that Ψ 0 = 1, we have immediate access to its first and second moments:
from which we also get var
Tests of convergence. To assess accuracy of a PC expansion, one could begin by studying convergence in distribution. A practical method of doing this is by tracking the probability density function (pdf) of the PC expansion (which can be approximated efficiently by sampling the expansion and using for example a Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) method) as the order of the expansion is increased. Moreover, to get further confidence in the spectral representation of a random variable X(θ), one can use the relative L 2 error, E rel , between X and its truncated PC representation:
which can be approximated using either quadrature or sample averaging.
Non-intrusive spectral projection
Let X belong to L 2 (Θ, F θ ). As mentioned in the introduction, non-intrusive methods aim at computing the PC coefficients in the finite expansion (8) via a set of deterministic evaluations of X(θ) for specific realizations of θ. Observe that since {Ψ} P 0 form an orthogonal system, we have:
The moments Ψ 2 k of known orthogonal polynomials can be computed analytically, and hence, the determination of coefficients c k amounts to the evaluation of the moments XΨ k . In the non-intrusive spectral projection (NISP) approach, these moments are approximated via quadrature:
where θ ( j) ∈ Θ and ω j are the nodes and weights of an appropriate quadrature formula. Note that in this formulation, the same set of nodes is used to compute all coefficients c k . Hence, the complexity of NISP, measured in the number of evaluations of X(θ) (i.e., the number of model solves), scales with the number of quadrature nodes N q . These multi-dimensional quadrature rules are constructed by full or partial tensorization of one-dimensional quadrature formulas. Therefore, the number N q of quadrature nodes scales with the dimension of the uncertain parameter-a phenomenon commonly referred to as the curse of dimensionality.
In the present work, we work with a small number of uncertain parameters, and hence a full-tensor Gaussian quadrature was found feasible. However, for higher-dimensional problems, sparse grids, or adaptive sparse grids are more suitable [51, 33, 27] . We remark that the efficient construction of PC expansions via non-intrusive methods has resulted in significant research activity in recent years. The efforts include adaptive pseudo-spectral projections [52, 53] as well as regression-based approaches that incorporate sparsifying penalty methods [54, 28, 29] . While the goal of the present work is not the study of such methods, nor their extensions, we point them out as potential solutions for the problems with higher-dimensional parameters, where one seeks to utilize PC expansions for uncertainty analysis.
Variance-based sensitivity analysis
An important step in quantifying the impact of parametric uncertainties on the response of an uncertain system is that of parametric sensitivity analysis. In particular, global or variance-based sensitivity analysis [34, 35, 36, 37] enable the characterization of the contribution of the individual uncertain parameters or their interactions to the total variance of the model response. In this section we outline the concepts from variance-based sensitivity analysis that are used in the present work.
Consider a square-integrable random variable X(θ). The first-order (or main effect) sensitivity indices quantify the effect of the i th coordinate θ i alone on the variance of the random variable X(θ). These firstorder indices, which we denote by S i , are defined as follows,
Here E {X(θ)|θ i } denotes the conditional expectation [55] of X(θ) given θ i . While the mathematical definition of the first-order indices (and higher-order indices discussed below) are given in terms of conditional expectations, whose numerical approximations involve expensive sampling (see e.g., [36] ), their computation via PC expansion is straightforward and very efficient [38, 39, 26, 56] . We also point out the second-order sensitivity indices that describe joint effects. Specifically, for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, we denote by S i j the sensitivity index that quantifies the contribution of the interaction between θ i and θ j to the total variance. The mathematical definition of S i j is as follows,
Higher-order joint sensitivity indices (for example S i jk ) can be defined also, but usually are not used in applications. However, in our numerical computations below we will discuss a sensitivity index, which we call the mixed index, that quantifies the contribution of all interactions among uncertain parameters. Another useful variance based sensitivity measure is the total sensitivity index [35, 37] . The total sensitivity index due to θ i is defined by,
Notice that the numerator in (13) is the total variance minus the variance of the conditional expectation E {X(θ)|θ
[−i] }. Thus, T i is the total contribution of θ i , by itself and through its interactions with other coordinates, to the variance.
Uncertain parameters and quantities of interest
In the present study, we study the effect of uncertainties in reservoir porosity φ , reservoir absolute permeability K A and permeability of the leakage well K L on the model response. To support decisionmaking based on the approach presented here, we also consider one design parameter, the CO 2 injection rate Q CO 2 . This will help to study the influence of the injection rate on the CO 2 leakage rate. As reflected in Table 2 all uncertain parameters are modeled as log-normal. The distributions were adopted based on the setup in [8, 10] . In the analysis below, we focus on the following model observables that characterize the flow: (a) the CO 2 leakage through the leaky well as a function of time, (b) arrival time of the CO 2 plume at the leaky well, (c) the maximum leakage ratio, and (d) the corresponding time; these quantities are denoted, respectively, by Q leak , t arrival , Q max leak , and t maxleak . Note that here the CO 2 leakage rate is defined as in the benchmark study as the CO 2 mass flux, in percent, at midway between top bottom aquifer divided by the injection rate; also, Q max leak (θ ) = max t Q leak (t, θ ). We also aim to understand the effect of model uncertainties on the spatially distributed pressure and saturation as functions of time.
Analysis of uncertainties in CO 2 storage
In our computations, we used NISP based on a fully tensorized Gauss-Hermite quadrature to compute the spectral expansion of the model output in the PC basis. To enable a systematic analysis of convergence of the PC expansions, we used a hierarchy of quadrature grids. Namely, we constructed full tensor quadrature formulas using two, three, four, and five nodes in each stochastic dimension, resulting in non-nested quadrature grids of n 4 q nodes, with n q ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5}. The required model evaluations were run on a 20-core Intel Xeon E5-2680 v2 (2.80GHz) workstation. The computational time for a single simulation run was about 18 hours using five cores. The highest resolution grid of 5 4 = 625 nodes supports a fourth-order PC expansion, which was found to provide sufficient accuracy for the statistical tests needed in our computations.
Analyzing uncertain response of CO 2 leakage
In Figure 2 (left), we plot the realizations of Q leak as a function of time. These realizations are obtained by 625 model solves with the parameter values set according to the 625 nodes of the Gauss-Hermite quadrature. To understand the solution behavior better, in Figure 2 (right) we report the sample mean of the CO 2 realization with the averaging done over the realizations computed at the quadrature points. Note that in that figure, we have used a log scale for the horizontal axis to provide a clearer picture of the dynamics of CO 2 at the early times.
The results reported in Figure 2 merely provide an initial screening. While a small Monte Carlo sample (in the order of the number of the chosen quadrature nodes) might be used for such an initial screening, the model evaluations at the quadrature nodes enable construction of PC representations for the observables in the expensive-to-simulate numerical model under study. It allows for a complete and reliable characterization of statistical properties of the model observables. In particular, the PC representations can be cheaply sampled, as many times as needed, in statistical studies.
To obtain a PC representation of CO 2 leakage, we first project the log of CO 2 leakage in a PC basis, The response surface for Q leak can then be constructed using
This log-projection, in particular, ensures the positivity of Q leak . Figure 3 shows instantaneous distributions of CO 2 leakage rate. These distributions are obtained by sampling the PC-based surrogate model (14) at selected times. As seen in the plots, the distributions seem to level off as the PC order is increased to p = 4 suggesting that a fourth-order expansion is sufficient.
To further illustrate the evolution of the distribution of CO 2 leakage over time, we show in Figure 4 p-percentiles of the distribution at different times for p ∈ {5, 25, 50, 75, 95}. These plots are generated by sampling the PC representation of CO 2 leakage with a Monte Carlo sample size of 10 6 . These results further illustrate the skewed distribution of CO 2 leakage and its spread.
To get a more complete picture of the response of the model to parametric uncertainties, we use spectral representations to approximate the (uncertain) arrival time of the CO 2 plume at the leaky well (which is defined as the time at which the leakage value is greater than 3.0 × 10 −3 %), the maximum leakage ratio and the corresponding time; see Figure 5 .
The use of nonlinear relative permeability-saturation relation, as done in this work, leads to a later arrival time compared to the case of linear relative permeability [3, 6] . The reason behind this is that using the nonlinear relation, the sum of the relative permeability values of the brine and CO 2 phases is less than unity for most saturations; this leads to an overall reduced mobility of the flow and thus to a reduced leakage at early times with later arrival and lower peak as the leakage rate does not rise as high as in the case of linear relative permeability [3, 6] . This later arrival time is seen in our numerical results, for example by looking at the expected value of the arrival time, easily obtained using the PC representation of t arrival , that is approximately 52 days. This should be contrasted with the arrival reported in [6] , where averaging the arrival times computed using different numerical solvers that use the linear relative permeability-saturation relation is about 9 days.
There are further effects contributing to the later arrival time of CO 2 at the leaky well, like increased influence of the viscous forces in the system due to the lower relative permeabilities, compared to buoyancy due to density differences, which makes the shape of the plume become more cylindrical [8] ; see Figure  6 (top) that illustrates the saturation of CO 2 after 120 days, obtained for one realization model. distribution of CO2 leakage after 1500 days
Figure 3: Distribution of CO 2 leakage at selected times. p denotes the highest polynomial degree in the truncated expansion. In each case, the PC expansion was sampled 10 6 times to generate the distribution curve.
corresponds to a vertical slice through the middle of the domain. In that figure (bottom image), we also show a typical realization of the pressure field along the same vertical slice.
As a result of the increased overall resistance to the flow, the leakage rate rises smoothly when the CO 2 reaches the well and then approaches steady-state. This behavior can be attributed to the lateral boundary conditions that influence the pressure in the domain. In Figure 7 , we report the time evolution of the mean caprock pressure, where we see a reduced pressure over time. This is the reason for the leakage rate to start decreasing after the peak of the arrival of the CO 2 flux at the leaky well [3] .
Accuracy of the PC representation for CO 2 leakage
The accuracy of our spectral representations, so far, have been examined by looking at the convergence of the pdfs, indicating convergence in distribution. To further examine the accuracy of the spectral representation of the QoIs, we approximate relative L 2 errors defined in (9) . To avoid computing these errors over the same 625 quadrature nodes used to construct the PC representations, we approximated the relative L 2 errors by quadrature, in the lower resolution grid with four points in each stochastic dimension. Since the quadrature grids are not nested, this approach provides a reliable cross validation of the computed PC representations. Figure 8 (left) shows the relative L 2 error for the scalar quantities of interest, t arrival , Q max leak , t maxleak , versus the PC order, and hence the number of quadrature nodes required for computing the PC expansion, increases. Figure 8 (middle) shows the time evolution of the relative L 2 errors for t > 120, at which time over 98% of realizations of the model output indicate arrival of CO 2 plume to the leaky well.
From Figure 8 (left), we note that with a fourth-order PC expansion, the errors are at around 1% for log 
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Figure 5: Distribution of the arrival time of the CO 2 plume at the leaky well, the maximum leakage ratio and the corresponding time of the maximum leakage ratio. p in the legend denotes the highest polynomial degree in the truncated expansion. In each case, the PC expansion was sampled 10 6 times to generate the distribution curve.
of t arrival and Q max leak , and around 2% for log t maxleak ; the errors are acceptable even for a third-order expansion. Moreover, from Figure 8 (middle), we note that after the initial transient regime, the error for the fourthorder PC expansion for log-Q leak is about 1%. As before, we also note that a third-order PC expansion provides a good balance between accuracy and computational cost.
The relative L 2 errors reported correspond to the PC expansion for the log of the quantities of interest.We also examined the L 2 error of the computed quantities of interest: with a fourth-order PC expansion, the estimated relative L 2 errors for t arrival , Q max leak , and t maxleak were about 4%, 2%, and 15%, respectively. Moreover, the relative L 2 error for the CO 2 leakage over time was no more than around 8.5% for t > 120.
The idea of projecting the log of a quantity in a PC basis and approximating it by evaluating the exponential of the PC expansion was found to be a useful tool in simulating the distribution of the quantities of interest in the present study-it was observed to improve convergence in distribution as well as preserving positivity of quantities of interest. However, we found that projecting the CO 2 leakage directly into PC basis provides acceptable accuracy also (see Figure 8 (right)), and is convenient to use for global sensitivity analysis, presented later in this section.
We see that in this problem, the error in PC representation stabilizes over time, and a fixed (low) order PC expansion is suitable over the simulation time as the system tends to an equilibrium. While this phenomenon holds in many applications, we point out that there are important situations where a straightforward application of PC methodology is not suitable and one needs to resort to techniques such as preconditioning [25] , asynchronuous integration [24] , or techniques such as ones proposed in [57] , when constructing spectral representations over time. A challenge that could occur in some problems (not observed in the present study) is a form of parametric stiffness that entails excitation of higher-order PC coefficients over time, entailing the need for increasing the PC order as time increases; see e.g., the discussion in [25, 58] .
We also provide a visual comparison between the "true" CO 2 leakage, computed with the numerical model, and its approximation given by the PC model in Figure 9 . We selected four realizations of the CO 2 leakage, from among the 256 realizations, which we used as validation data in the error study above. For each realization we evaluate the PC model at the same point. The plots show a best case (Figure 9(a) ), where the PC model agrees well with the numerical model, and a worst case (Figure 9(b) ), and two other realizations (bottom row). We also report the quadrature weight corresponding to each point in the title of each plot. Note that the worst case scenario corresponds to the smallest quadrature weight from among the ones reported. To provide physical insight, we also report the parameter values corresponding to each plot in Table 3 . Note that the realization in Figure 9 (c) exhibits a very different physical response compared to the other cases. This is due to the fact that this realization corresponds to a very low absolute permeability in the formation compared to leaky well permeability, which entails large levels of CO 2 leakage. Figure 8 : Left: relative L 2 error for the log-t arrival , Q max leak , t maxleak , as PC order increases; middle: time evolution of relative L 2 error for the log-Q leak ; right: relative L 2 error of 4th order PC expansion for Q leak over time. Table 3 : Parameter values corresponding to the realizations in Figure 9 , rounded to two decimal places. Here φ is porosity, K A is absolute permeability, and K L is leaky well permeability. We emphasize that whereas a single evaluation of the numerical model took 18 hours (using five cores), as mentioned above, evaluating a PC expansion has trivial computational cost (less than a second). Our results highlight the efficiency of PC expansions in building reasonably accurate and cheap-to-evaluate surrogate models.
Studying the impact of quadrature
Our choice of the resolution of the quadrature rule is mainly guided by the requirement that the quadrature formula should preserve the discrete orthogonality of the PC basis. That is, we require that (within machine precision)
This has guided the number of quadrature nodes we have placed in each stochastic dimension. However, for a given QoI X, the computation of PC modes requires evaluating (10) whose accuracy will be affected by regularity of X. Hence, to gain confidence in our computations, we need to examine the effect of the resolution of the quadrature on the PC representation of the QoIs. In Figure 10 , we study this by looking at the distribution of the maximum leakage, which is a key QoI, when sampling its PC expansion of order two and three, computed using quadrature formulas with increasing resolutions. These results indicate that the choice of the quadrature is appropriate to compute the PC expansions, for maximum leakage. Similar behavior was observed with other quantities of interest.
Estimating probability of excess CO 2 leakage
An important consideration in modeling CO 2 leakage in reservoirs is understanding the likelihood of excess CO 2 leakage. In particular, we consider the probability, over time. Notice that computing such a probability is in general a computationally expensive task. However, using the cheap-to-evaluate PC representation of Q leak enables estimation of such probabilities at negligible computational cost. Below we use L max = 0.123% and L max = 0.227%, which correspond, respectively, to the maximum leakage ratio obtained in the benchmark study of CO 2 leakage through an abandoned well [6] using a simplifying assumption to reduce the complexity of the equations to that obtained by the more physically detailed equations used also in our study. Figure 11 (left) depicts the time-dependent behavior of P excess leakage (t). These results indicate that given our assumed statistical model for the uncertain parameters, the probability of Q leak exceeding 0.227% remains below 5%, but probability of Q leak exceeding 0.123% reaches values of more than 10%.
Choosing optimum design to reduce risk of failure
Here we consider the caprock pressure at a point near the leaky well, and denote this quantity by p caprock (t, θ ). Let us consider the quantity, p * caprock (θ ) = p caprock (t = 1500, θ ). We define the failure probability as that of p * caprock exceeding a critical caprock pressure equal to 330 bar. An optimal injection rate is the largest injection rate for which the failure probability remains below 5 percent. To define this quantity mathematically, we denote We notice that r ≈ 2.153 gives the largest log-injection rate (which translates to an injection rate of approximately 8.61 kg/s) that results in probability of failure being less than 5%.
whereQ CO 2 and σ Q CO 2 are the mean and standard deviation of Q CO 2 chosen according to Table 2 . Note that to compute Π fail (Q CO 2 ) at a given rate Q CO 2 , we use the PC surrogate for p * caprock , fix θ 4 at θ 4 (Q CO 2 ) and, considering p * caprock as a function of θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 , compute the probability p * caprock > 330 bar using Monte Carlo Sampling, which can be done very efficiently using the PC surrogate. Then, we define the optimum injection rate Q * CO 2 according to 
Global sensitivity analysis
In this section, we analyze the importance of each of the uncertain parameters to the uncertainties in the CO 2 leakage. To this end, we perform a variance-based sensitivity analysis, where we find how much each uncertain input parameter contributes to the total variance in CO 2 leakage. Figure 12 (left) depicts the time-dependent behavior of total sensitivity indices for CO 2 leakage. For clarity, we denote the total sensitivity indices for the random inputs by T φ , T K A , T K L , and T Q CO 2 , corresponding to total sensitivity index for porosity, reservoir permeability, leaky well permeability and CO 2 injection rate. The results in Figure 12 (left) indicate that at early time, the porosity and the CO 2 injection rate have a significant influence on the total variance. However, as the flow reaches the leaky well, the variance of CO 2 becomes dominated by the uncertainties in K A and K L .
We also report the first-order indices S φ , S K A , S K L , and S Q CO 2 in Figure 12 (right). While the firstorder indices show a similar trend as the total sensitivity indices, comparing their values with total indices, especially at early times, suggests that interactions between parameters have a significant contribution to variability in CO 2 leakage. To further understand this, we compute the second-order indices, which quantify the contribution of the interaction between random parameters to the total variance; the results are reported in Figure 13 (left). We note that at early times the interactions between the uncertain parameters have a noticeable contribution to the total variance, but as the time passes the second-order interactions mostly vanish (except the interaction between K A and K L ) and the first-order indices are almost equal to the total indices reported in Figure 12 (left). That is, as the CO 2 plume reaches the leaky well the response of the system becomes nearly additive in the uncertain parameters. To quantify the total contribution of the interactions between uncertain parameters to the variance of model output (CO 2 leakage in the present case), we consider the following mixed sensitivity index, T mix := variance due to interactions between parameters total variance .
This mixed index can be defined in terms of conditional expectations (cf. Section 3.4), and is general difficult to approximate. However, using the PC representation of the model response (CO 2 leakage here), we can easily derive the following expression for T mix . Using the multi-index construction of the multivariate PC basis in (7), we can define,
, where the index set K is defined by K = {k ∈ {1, . . . , P} : α k 0 > 1}.
Note that here we have used the multi-index notation, used in construction of the PC basis, and denoted by · 0 the 0 -"norm". That is, for a vector x, x 0 is the number of nonzero elements of x. The index T mix quantifies the contribution to the variance due to all interactions (second-and higher-order) between the uncertain inputs. Using the fourth-order PC expansion we have computed for CO 2 leakage, we approximate the mixed index for this QoI; see Figure 13 (right). The results reported in Figure 13 (right) show that, as also seen from the study of first-and second-order indices, there is significant contributions to model variability coming from interactions between the parameters at early times. These mixed-effect interactions level off at around 10% as the CO 2 plume reaches the leaky well. Finally, we compute the sensitivity indices over the three-dimensional computational domain. In particular, we consider the sensitivity of CO 2 saturation to the uncertain inputs. Figure 14 shows the spatial distribution of the total sensitivity indices, T φ and T K A for CO 2 saturation at t = 70 days. A vertical slice through the middle of the domain indicates that the regions where porosity has a significant contribution to variance travel with the fronts of the CO 2 plume, whereas the reservoir permeability maintains a nearly constant dominant effect on variance within the regions with high CO 2 saturation.
Conclusions and Summary
A non-intrusive spectral projection approach was implemented to propagate and quantify parametric uncertainties for CO 2 storage in geological formations using a common 3D leakage benchmark problem of injected CO 2 into overlying formations through a leaky well. A non-isothermal two-phase two-component flow system with equilibrium phase exchange is used. Moreover, we use nonlinear functions for the capillary pressure and the relative permeability for each phase.
In our numerical results, we find that the use of a nonlinear relative permeability-saturation relation in our mathematical model leads to an overall reduced mobility of the flow. This behavior is seen in the statistical distribution of the CO 2 arrival time to the leaky well. In particular, tracking the time evolution of the distribution of the CO 2 leakage, we see that the leakage rate starts decreasing after the peak of the arrival of the CO 2 flux at the leaky well. This is in contrast with the cases where one uses simplified assumptions such as linear relative permeabilities, which decreases the influence of the viscous forces in the system and results in early arrival times of the CO 2 plume at the leaky well [6] .
We find, given our assumed statistical distributions for the random inputs, that the risk of CO 2 leakage in excess of 0.123% could exceed 10% within the first two years of the simulation. However, this risk falls well below 5%, when we consider a leakage threshold of 0.227%. In our computation of optimum injection rate, we find that, given our assumed statistical distributions for the random inputs, an injection rate of 8.61 kg/s still ensures low risk of failure (defined as excess pressure buildup at the leaky well).
In our sensitivity analysis, we find that the balance of sensitivities changes as a function of time, where the CO 2 injection rate and porosity exhibit significant contribution to variance at early times, and become less important as the CO 2 plume reaches the leaky well. On the other hand, the reservoir permeability and leaky well permeability become dominant contributors to the variance of CO 2 leakage at later times. We also find that at early times the interactions among the different uncertain parameters has significant contribution to variance, but as the CO 2 plume reaches the leaky well, the bulk effect of interactions between the parameters to the variance is due to the permeability of both the reservoir and the leaky well. The study of sensitivity of saturation to uncertain inputs in the three-dimensional domain reveals that the regions where porosity has a significant contribution to the variance travel with the fronts of the CO 2 plume; however, the reservoir permeability maintains a nearly constant dominant effect on variance within the regions with high CO 2 saturation.
